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The splendid city of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur is known all across the world for its cheerful ambience,
glorious history, multi-hued culture and hard to believe sightseeing attractions. The city flaunts a
striking blend of modernity and traditions and surely justifies being known as the gleaming gem of
Malaysia!

Kuala Lumpur has a fair share of tourist attractions that simulates the heart and pleases the soul.
The various shopping hubs, remarkable museums, blissful natural parks and contemporary
skyscrapers of the city are astonishing and leave travellers longing for more.

Read below to know about some spectacular tourist charms that make travellers haggle hard for
tickets to Kuala Lumpur!

Modern Skyscrapers

Kuala Lumpur features many unique skyscrapers that illustrate the modern standards of life here.
While counting the most famous and significant buildings in the city, the name of Petronas Towers
always come out as an unrivalled king. These 88-storey towers house an array of offices and
commercial complexes.

For exploring the city from a birdâ€™s eye view, the viewing deck at Menara KL Tower is the perfect
spot to visit for those booking air tickets to Kuala Lumpur. The 276 metres high viewing deck of this
wonderful edifice allows tourists to take in some expansive views of the city.

Vivacious Shopping Spots

For endless shopping spree at Kuala Lumpur, Jalan Bukit Bintang is the place to visit. The market
stays throbbing with an electrifying milieu and features an array of shopping outlets such as Sungei
Wang Plaza, Bukit Bintang Plaza, Imbi Plaza, Lot 10, Starhill Plaza, and Kuala Lumpur Plaza.

For fashion freaks booking air tickets to Kuala Lumpur, the diverse range of shopping malls in the
city such as Pavillion Kuala Lumpur Shopping Mall, Suria KLCC, Mid Valley Megamall, Sungei
Wang Plaza & BB Plaza are also worthwhile to visit. Every shopping spot in the city shows off its
own unique trait that elevates the fun of shopping in this Malaysian city.

Remarkable Museums

To dig into the past and turn the pages of history of Malaysia, the various museums of Kuala
Lumpur such as Bank Negara Money Museum, Islamic Arts Museum, National Archives of Malaysia
and National History Museum are worth visiting. These museums hold some significant facts about
Malaysian history and educate the travellers about the countryâ€™s ancient eras. 

Thrilling Wildlife Parks

For wildlife lovers booking airline tickets to Kuala Lumpur, the city boasts a marvellous collection of
lush parks blessed with all the love and care of Mother Nature. The Zoo Negara is a renowned
wildlife attraction in Kuala Lumpur that offers a blend of blissful fauna and striking flora. The park
features 400 spices of unusual Malaysian animals and ensures a bag full of memories to the visitors!
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Kuala Lumpur Bird Park is another blissful park of the city that offers some remarkable bird-
watching experiences.
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